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Fleur-de-lis: A Book of Stencils
2008-02

this collection includes 22 designs of cut and paint stencils most cut and paint stencils are complete with only one stencil referred to as an overlay and
leave you with a silhouette image the first ten of these stencils are simple single overlay stencils however this collection also includes twelve designs
that have more than one overlay and they leave you with a more ornate image my goal was to create a project that would be easy enough to complete
in a minimal amount of time and yet leave you with an art piece only lacking of your individual touches these stencils are designed to inspire your
creativity

The Secret Garden: A Book of Stencils
2007-06-01

this collection was created to bring the feeling of being in a peaceful garden into your home it includes twelve stencils a stone wall a stone path
bleeding heart butterfly bee fountain foxglove hummingbird iris grasshopper trumpet flower morning glory you can use all or only a few to create your
private secret garden use these stencils and your own imagination to create a secret garden hideaway just for your escape

Angels: A Book of Stencils
2007-10-01

this collection includes four stencils of beautiful angels they are titled angel in thought angel with trumpet guardian angel and young angel all of the
stencils can be completed in 4 to 6 overlays and the book includes complete instructions paint these angels on walls prints for framing ceilings pillows
curtains clothing furniture lamp shades the possibilities are endless these are cut and paint stencils most cut and paint stencils are complete with only
one stencil and leave you with a silhouette image these designs each have more than one stencil called overlays and they leave you with a complete
picture my goal was to create a project that would be easy enough to complete in a minimal amount of time and yet leave you with an art piece only
lacking of your individual touches these stencils are designed to inspire your creativity they match up perfectly with our cherub stencils to create some
great scenes

Arts and Crafts Stencilling
2009-09
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arts crafts stencilling is the perfect companion for a bungalow update or for a contemporary arts crafts style home

At the Seashore: A Book of Stencils
2007-06-01

ahhh the lazy days of summer lounging at the beach soaking in the sun listening to the waves washing against the shore no worries no cares because
after all it s vacation it s memories like these that inspired this collection if you are decorating a weekend retreat at the beach or just want to bring a
little of that back to your land locked abode these images should do the trick they can be used to decorate a piece of furniture or add special touches
to a bathroom with a seaside theme the book includes 6 stencils a butterfly fish a conch shell a hermit crab a scallop shell a sea gull and a seahorse
each stencil can be used individually or combined to create a seaside scene book includes complete instructions tips

Cherubs: A Book of Stencils
2007-07-01

this collection includes four stencils of the child like angels known as cherubs they are titled welcome you cherub daydreaming cherub watching over
you cherub and with all my heart cherub these darling little cherubs will warm your heart all of the stencils can be completed in 4 or 5 easy overlays
included are two stencils for ribbons combine the ribbons with the cherubs to create some whimsical scenes these cherubs were designed for use on
walls prints for framing ceilings pillows curtains clothing furniture lamp shades the possibilities are endless

Christmas: A Book of Stencils
2007-08-01

this collection of stencils includes santa claus a reindeer a christmas tree with options for decorations a candle with holly accents bells bow a
gingerbread boy a gingerbread girl and a string of lights for artists and crafters christmas is the time of year when your creativity is in full swing we
thrive on making our own decorations and creating special gifts for our friends and family which also includes the wrapping this collection was designed
with a variety of most loved christmas images use the string of christmas lights to create stationary or cards paint any of the other images on bags
cloth or paper and enclose your gifts for a special wrapping just use your imagination and the possibilities are endless my goal was to create a project
for the artist or crafter that would be easy enough to complete in a minimal amount of time and yet leave you with an art piece only lacking of your
individual touches these stencils are designed to inspire your creativity
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For a Princess: A Book of Stencils
2008-02-24

with these stencils you can create the perfect fantasy setting for your little princess included are a royal carriage enchanted castle a dragon a sceptre a
tiara a royal pillow plus of course her knight in shining armor also you will find a stencil for the word â œprincessâ in a fanciful script use your
imagination to create a beautiful mural decorate a piece of furniture or create accent pieces like pillows or throws these are cut paint stencils most cut
paint stencils are complete with only one stencil leave you with a silhouette image these designs each have more than one stencil called overlays they
leave you with a complete picture

Red-Eyed Tree Frogs - A Book of Stencils
2007-06-01

i would like to present this collection of four fun and playful stencils of red eyed tree frogs each one has only five overlays and each overlay represents
a different color full instructions are included the goal was to create a project for the crafter that would be easy enough to complete in a minimum
amount of time and yet leave them with an art piece only lacking of their individual touches these stencils can be used on walls furniture fabrics floors
canvas or paper just use your imagination for where you can display these cute frogs i chose the red eyed tree frog for this project because i enjoy the
many images of them in playful poses their bright colors in contrast with their serious expressions make them a friendly and fun addition to any art
project also i added the bonus of two leaf stencils for you to use with your red eyed tree frog stencils

Oriental Designs, a Book of Stencils
2007-06-01

this collection of stencils includes a chinese dragon bamboo oriental figure with coolie hat ying yang koi a bonsai tree three cranes also included are
the chinese symbols for eternity friendship happiness harmony long life peace prosperity tranquility truth and dragon this collection was assembled for
you the artist and crafter to use as a guide in creating some great works of art by combining the images with symbols paint them on paper for framing
furniture or fabrics for pillows or curtains to bring a little of the orient into your home just use your imagination and the possibilities are endless

On the Farm: A Book of Stencils
2008-02
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some of the first things little ones are introduced to are farm animals the sounds they make the farm theme has been a popular choice for decorating a
child s room for a long time it still is with these stencils you can create the perfect farm yard setting for your little one included are a barn a chicken a
cow a fence a horse a lamb a pig a sheep and a tractor use your imagination and combine them to create a beautiful mural use them individually to
decorate a piece of furniture or create accent pieces like pillows and throws these are cut paint stencils most cut paint stencils are complete with only
one stencil leave you with a silhouette image these designs each have more than one stencil called overlays they leave you with a complete picture my
goal was to create a project that would be easy enough to complete in a minimal amount of time yet leave you with an art piece only lacking of your
individual touches these stencils are designed to inspire your creativity

Fairies: A Book of Stencils
2007-06

this book contains four stencils these stencils were designed for use on walls furniture fabrics canvas wherever your creativity demands they can be
used individually or combined to create scenes just use your imagination and paint ribbons or vines from one completed stencil to another fairies also
seen as fairie or faerie are mythical spirits or supernatural beings found in legends and folklore of many different cultures they are winged creatures in
the form of humans that possess the abilities of flight and magic they are also able to foresee or influence the future and are most commonly
associated with mischievous behavior fairies are an excellent subject for art because they are a creature of fantasy and thereby not restricting the
imagination of the artist to recreating realistic views and scenes fairies can sit on flowers or nap inside of sea shells i hope you enjoy your fairy stencils
and create some fabulous works of art with them

Old Fashioned Luggage Labels & Travel Posters: A Book of Stencils
2007-11-01

luggage labels travel posters became popular in the late nineteenth century to show where the well traveled tourist has been they also served as
advertisements for exotic places luxurious accommodations glamorous methods of transportation they soon developed into an art form are sought
after by collectors these stencils are in the style of vintage luggage labels travel posters use them to decorate an old sea trunk or simply paint them for
framing and decoration these are cut paint stencils most cut paint stencils are complete with only one stencil leave you with a silhouette image these
designs each have more than one stencil called overlays they leave you with a complete picture this book contains 15 different designs each has 5
overlays except new york which has 6 my goal was to create a project that would be easy enough to complete in a minimal amount of time yet leave
you with an art piece only lacking of your individual touches
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Wine & Spirits: A Book of Stencils
2007-07-01

this is a collection of 4 stencils related to wine spirits they are a bottle of chianti a glass of wine a bottle of wine and a bunch of grapes and leaves
these stencils can be used individually or combined to create a still life scene they were intended to inspire you to create some great works of art the
inspiration for this collection comes from the many pictures to be found in magazines or other places of the tuscany lifestyle i admire the light and airy
feeling of the views from the italian countryside imagine sipping a rich glass of wine with a vineyard in the background the warm breeze blowing i was
also inspired by the rich colors these images hold the deep reds of the wines and grapes the warm earth tones of the grape leaves and the basket
bottle of the chianti there was a strong desire to bring the same feeling of comfort into my home so i created this set of stencils i hope they bring a
sense of comfort to your home too

Scary Halloween Masks: A Book of Stencils
2007-08-01

this collection includes four stencils of scary halloween masks they are a black cat mask frankenstein s monster mask a skull mask a witch mask all of
the masks can be completed in 3 easy overlays plus a cutting template for the openings for eyes breathing holes mouth string attachment full
instructions are included these masks will add a great deal of fun to your halloween event they were designed for ribbons or strings to be attached on
either side however there are many other ways to use these stencils you can use them as decorations to hang in your windows or paint your pumpkin
paint the stencils on paper bags that the kids can use to collect their treats paint the mask on a piece of strong cardboard or poster paper and attach a
popsicle stick to the bottom to hold in place like at a masquerade use them on banners the possibilities are endless when you use your imagination

Antique Door Hardware - A Book of Stencils
2007-06-01

growing up in new orleans i have a deep appreciation for old houses and their unique architectural characteristics i have always been fascinated by the
details and decorative ornaments created by the skilled craftsman of the past i created this collection of stencils in order to reintroduce some of those
details at least in a faux finish these stencils should add a little fun and even some humor to the doors in your home while they introduce a touch of the
past
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Old Fashioned Transportation Luggage Labels & Travel Posters: A Book of Stencils
2007-11-04

luggage labels travel posters became popular in the late 19th century to show where the well traveled tourist has been they also served as
advertisements for exotic places luxurious accommodations glamorous methods of transportation they soon devel

Old Fashioned Destination Luggage Labels & Travel Posters: A Book of Stencils
2007-11-01

luggage labels travel posters became popular in the late 19th century to show where the well traveled tourist has been they also served as
advertisements for exotic places luxurious accommodations glamorous methods of transportation these stencils are in the style of vintage luggage
labels travel posters they were designed to depict a variety of exotic destinations use them to decorate an old sea trunk or simply paint them for
framing decoration these are cut paint stencils most cut paint stencils are complete with only one stencil leave you with a silhouette image these
designs each have more than one stencil called overlays they leave you with a complete picture this book contains 5 designs each has 5 overlays
except new york which has 6 my goal was to create a project that would be easy enough to complete in a minimal amount of time yet leave you with
an art piece only lacking of your individual touches

Old Fashioned Hotel Luggage Labels & Travel Posters: A Book of Stencils
2007-11-04

luggage labels travel posters became popular in the late 19th century to show where the well traveled tourist has been they also served as
advertisements for exotic places luxurious accommodations glamorous methods of transportation they soon devel

The Ultimate Stencil Book
1994

a practical guide which shows how the use of stencils can become the basis of interior decoration rather than just an afterthought the book takes a
number of themes and shows how stencils can decorate any surface from ceilings to fabrics to create a unified room design
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Stencil Republic
2012-10-17

stencil republic is a pure celebration of the art of the stencil the 20 stencils featured printed on perforated card stock so that they can be cut out and
used have been created by international artists from across the street art scene from the old masters to the new kids on the block a collector s item in
its own right this is a book of stencils that can be used and treasured or just simply be an inspiration to others to create

Modern Stencils
2018-03-13

learn how to stencil with 35 bright and contemporary projects learn how to stencil with 35 bright and contemporary projects nicolette tabram s designs
are inspired by her travels and textile designs of the world she shows you how to work with a wide range of stencils tells you all you need to know
about repeating pattern and includes tips for variations and how to develop your technique update your home with colorful pieces create an inlay effect
painted cupboard a graphic floral chair a batik design denim apron contemporary painted tiles a mexican inspired canvas bag a monochrome dhurrie
rug and much more many of the projects would make great gifts too so why not make some southwestern notebooks for all your friends or scandi folk
napkins for a dinner party you will soon see the potential for embellishing surfaces with creative stencils wherever you go

Classic Borders
1997

containing four sets of stencils which can be used in different combinations for a wide variety of projects this book covers classic borders it includes
step by step instructions for decorating home accessory projects and other ideas for using the stencils it is suitable for the craftsperson and home
decorator alike

Playing with Stencils
2013

learn how to design and cut stencils from your own drawings or photographs you ll discover how a simple doodle or series of shapes can have great
impact when made into a stencil the projects run the gamut from ideas for walls floors rugs furniture stationery and posters to cake and cupcake
stencils stencils to customize your bicycle and garage door and even an outdoor mural all the templates for the featured projects are included stencil
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graffiti has given stencil art a new sheen of coolness this book will show you how to incorporate that look into your work your accessories and your
home

My Big Book of Stencil Drawing for Little Hands
2014-07

this unusual book features unfinished pictures and stencils that let kids fill in the missing parts when they draw through the stencils with a pencil
crayon or marker they ll help a tiger find his stripes decorate a butterfly s wings or put give a puppy new spots

Stencil Me In
2008

explains stenciling techniques and includes photographs and descriptions of projects as well as removable acetate and laser cut stencils

Stencil Craft
2015-05-22

the art and craft world is in love with the versatility creativity and endless possibilities stencils provide and right here is your all access pass to learn
how to create and use all types of stencils from carefully cut mylar to lace leaves and other found objects using original and even pre made designs
you can create unique pillowcases tote bags business cards portraits and more create your own stencils from scratch 14 stunning step by step
demonstrationsâ from day of the dead messenger bags to faux stone tile floor cloths to full landscape paintings exciting new products techniques and
special effects expert tips from which fabric paints to use for best results to how to achieve crisp impressions with even the most delicate stencils
whether your style is sophisticated or funky whether you re a beginner or a seasoned artist looking to build your skills and expand your toolkit you can
make your mark and make your world gorgeous

Flowers and Leaves
1997

containing four sets of stencils which can be used in different combinations for a wide variety of projects this book covers folk art it includes step by
step instructions for decorating home accessory projects and other ideas for using the stencils it is suitable for the craftsperson and home decorator
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alike

Stencil 201
2012-08-17

in this entirely original collection stencil maverick ed roth presents 25 brand new stencil designs from retro cool typewriters microphones and roller
skates to elegant leaves birds and abstract shapes ed also offers step by step directions for more than 20 wildly creative projects that take stenciling to
a whole new level with the help of creative friends such as erica domesek of p s i made this and embroidery queen jenny hart ed shows how to stencil
on just about anything t shirts leather mirrors food and even hair using a variety of techniques like stitching etching and more

Early American Stencils on Walls and Furniture
1968-01-01

uses photographs and text to illustrate the variety of stencils used as decorative art during the early nineteenth century

Favorite Storybook Characters Cut and Use Stencils
1987-08-01

56 full size snow white peter pan robin hood aladdin and scores more

Usborne Book of Stencil Fun
1996-03-01

step by step instructions outline simple things to make and do all projects require minimal supervision shopping lists show what is needed for each
project

Stencil Art
2007-03-01
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stencil art is a perfect example of the famous klutz creative book with artistic handrails it guides you from blank page anxiety to look what i made
satisfaction included are an eight color pigment ink pad and eight foam tipped dabbers four bound in plastic pages of stencils super clear instructions
and handy hints help make master impressive looking techniques right in the book

Traditional Japanese Stencil Designs
2013-06-10

versatile collection of 276 exquisite japanese stencil designs clouds birds butterflies bamboo plum and cherry blossoms geometrics more royalty free
illustrations are ideal for modern decorative and graphic needs

Stencil Art
2014-05-14

in any urban setting throughout the world today you can expect to see examples of stencil art on street corners train stations and public toilets the
world over stencil art is a favoured tool of the graffiti artist many consider such imagery urban pollution the work of mindless vandals such attitudes
ignore what has fast become one of the most significant artistic and cultural movements of the early 21st century stencil art is no longer the sole
domain of the graffiti artist the aesthetic is now ubiquitous in advertising the mainstream press and even on the walls of the world s most famous
galleries

Flowers and Flowers
1998

containing six sets of stencils which can be used in different combinations for a wide variety of projects this book covers flowers and leaves it includes
step by step instructions for decorating home accessory projects and other ideas for using the stencils it is suitable for the craftsperson and home
decorator alike

Early American Cut & Use Stencils
1975-01-01

fifty four full size stencils include flowers leaves acorns vines willows fruit compositions and other authentic designs
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Pops Extravaganza of Stencils
2017-09

a book of vintage tattoo stencils

Nautical Cut & Use Stencils
1986-01-01

92 stencil designs of sails anchors compasses docks lighthouses gulls and more ideal for adding a note of maritime interest to walls furniture fabrics
and almost any flat surface

Art Nouveau Cut and Use Stencils
1977-01-01

66 art nouveau stencils sea horse peacocks florals butterflies swirling lines etc
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